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Bitcoiin B2G announces ICO

Organizers’ vision for the second
generation of cryptocurrency is to build a
more-complete coin, in all facets of the
cryptocurrency space.

HONG KONG, CHINA, February 7, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- Bitcoiin.com is
excited to announce its forthcoming Initial
Coin Offering, for second-generation
blockchain-based BITCOIIN (B2G).
Based on second-generation blockchain
technology, B2G offers an opportunity
not seen since the original bitcoin
offering in 2009 – a fresh chance to catch
the wave, a chance for ordinary people
around the world to participate in an
Initial Coin Offering, with a modest
investment and the possibility of
excellent, maybe even fabulous returns.

Organizers’ vision for the second generation of cryptocurrency is to build a more-complete coin, in all
facets of the cryptocurrency space. This provides  savvy investors, start-up specialists, and ordinary
people the chance to purchase and stake, or share the rewards of mining, or trading cryptocurrency
on an integrated platform, in a secure financial ecosystem.

Bitcoiin second-generation cryptocurrency offers the following improvements:

•	Faster transactions: eliminates long time lags before transactions are processed and confirmed
•	Safer transactions: Bitcoiin B2G’s Ethereum-based blockchain technology incorporates the
safeguards of good blockchain hashing and processing
•	A comprehensive solution: mining, trading, wallets all offered
•	Better scaling: With a hard token cap, unit value can increase without dilution
•	Mining investments: Backed by Dragon Mining’s thousands of mining rigs, mining presents solid
opportunity for profit
•	A trading platform: allowing all of the ideals of the original bitcoin, while encompassing the demands
of a broader, comprehensive marketplace
•	An integrated ecosystem

Currently, bitcoiin (B2G) is offering an opportunity to participate in crowdfunding its initial soft-cap
$75,000,000 USD start-up fund. Fund-raising will continue until a hard cap of $250,000,000 USD is
raised. Then the ICO window will close. Fund-raising has already commenced, with at least
$12,000,000 USD already on deposit.

A Unique Opportunity

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://bitcoiin.com
https://bitcoiin.com


Cryptocurrency enthusiasts have seldom had such a chance to participate in the exhilarating launch
of an integrated cryptocurrency ecosystem, with built-in controls, strong management and explosive
upside growth potential.

We announce the second generation. Seldom does life grant a second chance.

Contact Email Address: john@bitcoiin.com

Supporting Link: https://bitcoiin.com

Click Here To Sign Up.
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